TerraLib: Technology in Support of GIS Innovation
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Abstract. This work describes the development of a new GIS library (called TerraLib), that is aimed at providing a rich and powerful environment for the development of GIScience research. The motivation for this proposal is the current lack of either public or commercial GIS libraries that cater for the diversity of GIS data and algorithms, especially when viewed upon the latest advances in geographical information science. TerraLib is open source software, allowing a collaborative environment and its use for the development of multiple GIS tools.
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1. Introduction

The last 20 years have seen dramatic developments in GIS technology and geographical information science. GIS software is now ubiquitous, and there are systems in different types and sizes, varying from the desktop to the corporate user and different solutions for Internet data access and distribution. In the vast majority of cases, such developments have been industry-driven, with few exceptions (such as the IDRISI and SPRING systems). Fierce competition and growing user demand has resulted in a number of high-quality solutions, which are largely responsible for the vast increase in the GIS marketplace.

However, the vast majority of the industry solutions is aimed at supporting basic needs of capture, archival and visualisation of spatial data. Recent technological advances have concentrated in issues such as user-friendly interfaces, interoperability across data repositories and spatial extensions of database technology. These developments have largely ignored recent advances in GIScience, which include research areas such as geostatistics (Goodvaerts, 1997), global and local spatial statistics (Getis and Ord, 1998), dynamic modelling and cellular automata (Couclelis, 1997; White and Engelen, 1997), heuristic search (Oppenshaw, 1998), environmental modelling (Burrough, 1998), point pattern analysis (Bailey and Gattrel, 1995), uncertainty assessment and modelling (Heuvelink, 1998; Felgueiras, 1999), spatial econometrics (Anselin, 1988) and neural networks for spatial data (Medeiros, 1999).

The authors posit that the geographical information community would benefit from the availability of a general, open source GIS library. This resource would make a positive impact by allowing researchers and solution developers access to wider range of tools than what is currently offered by the commercial companies. In a similar approach as the GNU and Linux efforts, such development does not happen by spontaneous growth: there has to be a core set of technologies in which further development can take place. Our proposal for the development of the TerraLib spatial library aims precisely at offering the GIS community a basis for further development.
The work is divided as follows. Section 2 indicates the general principles and of TerraLib. In Section 3, we present the main components of the library. In Section 4, we illustrate the programming environment of TerraLib, from a simple set of programs.

2. TerraLib Design Rationale

2.1 Generic Software Requirements

What sort of environment should a GIS library cater for? It should provide, first of all, support for the basic components of spatial data sets: data translators, map representation, geometrical data structures and algorithms. It also needs to support the establishment of data models for GIS data, without imposing strong constraints on their use. It also needs to provide user interface tools, which may be used for simple applications.

The need for perform efficient data translation is the single most important design consideration in TerraLib. Most users already have their data in an existing system and will want to perform analysis and exploration using techniques not available in their original system. There should be support for inclusion of tabular data, which has been assigned a geographical reference (as a census tract number or a zipcode).

Map representation and cartographic projection tools form a basic core of a GIS library. The library should support a basic core of cartographic projections and a set of techniques for reprojection and integration of spatial data. It should be very easy to add support for new projections and datum.

Algorithms form a basic core of most successful research efforts. In many GIS libraries, the misuse of object-oriented principles has resulted in classes that contain both the underlying data structure and the corresponding set of algorithms. In this case, the algorithms would be unnecessarily linked to a particular type of data structure. Therefore, TerraLib algorithms are to designed as independent entities, which do not belong to a particular class.

The traditional geometrical data structures used for geographical data include vector data structures (points, lines, polygons, triangular meshes), raster structures (matrices) and relational structures (tables). Such structures also need underlying support for indexing structures such as R-trees.

In the case of data models, one of the important advances in GIScience in the 90’s has been the widespread acceptance of a general conceptual data model for geographical data. In this model, geographical reality is represented as either fully definable entities (features) or smooth, continuous spatial variation (fields). Although this simple dichotomy has been subject to objective criticism (Couclelis, 1992; Burrough and Frank, 1996), it has proven a useful frame of reference. It has adopted, with some variations, in the design of the latest generation of GIS technologies, such as SPRING (Câmara et al, 1996), Arc/Info-8 and OpenGIS.

We have designed TerraLib to allow different alternatives of data models to be implemented from the same software basis. Therefore, we emphasized a very loose coupling between the data model classes (on one side) and the algorithms and data structures (on the other side). Although this de-coupling may lead to some duplication, it should be useful to be able to derive different applications based on TerraLib that might use the data model of different systems. For example, one developer may want to integrate TerraLib to existing systems such as GeoMedia or ARC/INFO-8. Another may develop OpenGIS-compliant applications.

2.2 Support for Innovative Research

The preceding discussion was centred in the support of conventional GIS applications. However, in order to be useful as a support for innovative research, TerraLib needs, from its conceptual base, to consider the needs of emerging GIS research areas, such as:

- Uncertainty modelling, where each field is coupled with information about spatial imprecision, which is propagated in map algebra operations (Heuvelink, 1998).
- Cellular automata, whose application to GIS requires that each cell has its own inherent set of attributes (as distinct from a single state) which represent its relevant physical, environmental, social, economic or institutional characteristics. (Coucelis, 1997; White and Engelen, 1997).
- Dynamic modelling (Burrough, 1998) requires the support for timers and interactive procedures.
• Applications such as Spatial Statistics and Spatial Interaction Models require the use of spatial proximity matrices for supporting spatial relations among elements.

2.3 Development Strategy

Since TerraLib was designed to support an open, collaborative development environment, some basic principles are in order:

1. The interface for each class should be kept as minimal as possible. The introduction of new algorithms and tools should not affect already-existing code, include keeping include files intact.

2. The implementation of the geometrical data structures is kept completely separate from the programming interface, using the “pimpl” idiom (Sutter, 2000).

3. There should be a maximal degree of orthogonality between the components of the library, and they are designed to be used independently.

We are not committed to a single programming style, but use the ideas of multi-paradigm programming, which advocates the combination of different techniques such as object-oriented, algorithmic and generic programming [Coplien, 1999]. This technique is particularly suited to the C++ language [Stroustrup, 1997].

Reuse considerations have also led the authors to choose C++ as the development language. We hope to adapt algorithms that have been developed for SPRING (Câmara et al, 1996).

3 Software Structure

3.1 Main Components

TerraLib is developed as a multi-tier library, and its first version includes:

• At the higher level, it provides abstract data classes to manage and represent geographical information, based on a field/object paradigm, viz.: Feature, Network, Surface, CellArray.

• At the intermediate level, it provides support for geometrical data structures, data formats, map representation and algorithms.

• At its lowest level, it provides spatial indexing structures for efficient handling of large data sets.

3.2 Geometrical and Attribute Structures

The data structures include:

• TeCoord2D: a 2D coordinate.
• TeLine: a vector of 2D coordinates, that can be associated to a height.
• TeLineSet: a set of lines.
• TePolygon: composed of Lines and of other Polygons (its children).
• TePolygonSet: a set of polygons.
• TePointSet: a set of 2D samples.
• TeTIN: a triangular mesh.
• TeGrid: a raster data structure (used for images and grids).
• TeTable: an attribute table used for linking to relational DBMSs

Each instance of a data structure has a unique identifier, to enable its linking and storage in a DBMS. We illustrate some of these geometrical structures and its relationships in Figure 1.

Figure 1 – Polygon and Line vector representation

1 Throughout the text, TerraLib classes and functions are indicated with a Te– prefix.
As can be seen in the Figure 1, the TePolygonSet class is a composite of TePolygon. A TePolygon is a composition of TeLine and/or other TePolygons (its children). A TeLineSet is a composition of TeLines that are a composition of TeCoord2D.

A basic pattern for use in GIS geometrical structures is the Composite pattern (Gamma et al, 1996). As the Composite pattern can be used in another components of a GIS we propose a parameterised implementation of it (shown partially below):

```cpp
template <class T>
class TeGeomComposite {

public:
    typedef vector<T> Components;
    typedef Iterator<T> TeGeomIterator;

    // -- Constructors
    TeGeomComposite();

    // -- Destructor
    virtual ~TeGeomComposite();

    // -- Methods
    void Add ( const T& component );
    int Size();
    T& Next() const ;
    T* First();
    T* Last();

    protected:
    Components components_;
};
```

When considering the implementation of the geometry classes, we should allow for different alternatives to be tried and tested for efficiency and convenience. For example, a TePolygonSet can be represented as a graphical file or might be integrated into a relational database, with one polygon per tuple, in a similar fashion as the Simple Feature definition of the OpenGIS consortium (Open GIS, 1999).

To allow for different implementations of the Polygon class to be defined, we have used the so-called “pimpl” idiom (Sutter, 2000). This programming idiom proposes a separation between a class and its implementation, by using an opaque pointer to hide the implementation details.

In the case of Polygons, a special case of the Composite pattern arises: a Polygon is composed of Lines and of other Polygons (its children), as it can be seen below.

```cpp
class TePolygon {

    public: // public members ... 
    
    private: // private members ...
        struct TePolygonImpl *pimpl;  
    
    // sample implementation
    struct TePolygonImpl {
        class TeLine2DSet: public TeGeomComposite<TeLine2D> {}
        class TeChildSet: public TeGeomComposite<TePolygon> {}
        
        TeLine2DSet lines_;
        TeChildSet children_; 
    }; 

    // sample implementation
};
```

Therefore, the implementation of the geometrical data structures has required a combination of Design Patterns and Generic Programming paradigms.

3.3 Algorithms and Iterators

For Terralib algorithms, we have adopted the principles of generic programming: “decide which algorithms you want; parametrize them so they work for a variety of suitable types and data structures” (Stroustrup, 1997). Following the example of the STL library, which is now part of the C++ standard, we propose the use of the iterator concept, as a basis for . Iterators are a generalisation of the idea of pointers, and are used in the STL to separate the containers from the algorithms [Austern, 1998].

The algorithms are defined in terms of different types of iterators of spatial data types, such as: TePolygonIterators, TeLineIterators, TePointIterators, and TeTableIterators.

In order to illustrate the concept, we present the case of a line simplification algorithm. Such an algorithm can be applied in the case of a set of lines, as well as in the case of a set of polygons. We would like to design such a function as independent entity, which does not belong to a particular class, as shown below.
**3.5 Support for Innovative Research**

The applications described in Section 2.2 have motivated some design decisions:

- In TerraLib, each field of `Surface` type is associated with an `Uncertainty` information. This field is part of the representation of the surface and access to it is available for error propagation functions.

- A new type of field, a `CellArray` type, is introduced to handle multiple attributes for a single cell, and make it easier to define transitional rules.

- Support for a `Graph` geometrical data structure is included, to allow for both spatial interaction algorithms and different alternatives for proximity measures (O’Sullivan, 1999).

**4. Programming in TerraLib**

**4.1 Hello, GIS World!**

We consider that the best description of GIS library is achieved by showing how it should be used in practice. Thus, we present a set of programs, starting from simple examples, which illustrate the principles and practice of programming in TerraLib. This description assumes a familiarity with the basics of GIS data structures and algorithms, as well as with the general programming in C++. Let us start by considering a problem: what is the simplest GIS program that can be written?

```cpp
#include <teapplication.h>
#include <tegeometry.h>
#include <tedataconversion.h>

int main()
{
    TeApplication app;
    TePolygonSet ps;
    TeImportShape (ps, "BR.shp");
    app.Show (ps);
    app.Run();
    return 0;
}
```

This program reads a file containing a data set, in “shapefiles” format, and displays it. The first line of this program creates an instance of the `TeApplication` class, which is responsible for providing a simple interface for visualisation of GIS data. Since TerraLib is designed to be standalone, the use of this class is optional. The visualisation procedures...
associated to TerraLib are described in the “User Interface and Visualisation” section.

The next line indicates a data conversion procedure (in this case, an ARC/View shapefile containing the co-ordinates of the counties of Brazil, or municípios in Portuguese). TerraLib provides efficient data translation tools for formats such as SHP, MIF and E00. Note that we have defined TeImportShape as a function rather than a method for a TeGeometry class in keeping with principle 1 (minimal interfaces).

The next line simply indicates the existence of a method Show(), associated to the TeApplication class, which requests to the user interface the display of data. The last line indicates that the “main loop” of the TeApplication class is called. This command creates a window interface.

4.2 Simple Geometrical Algorithms

The next step is to apply some simple geometrical algorithms. For example, let us suppose we want to read a data set containing the counties of Brazil as a set of polygons, and we would like to generate a Voronoi diagram from the centroids of these polygons. This is done as follows:

```c
#include <tegeometry.h>
#include <tedataconvert.h>
#include <tealgorithm.h>
int main ()
{
    TePolygonSet ps;
    TeImportShape( ps, "Br.shp" );
    TePointSet pt;
    TeGenerateCentroids ( ps.FirstPoint(),
                         ps.LastPoint(),
                         pt.FirstPoint() );
    TePolygonSet voron;
    TeVoronoi ( pt.FirstPoint(),
                pt.LastPoint(),
                voron.FirstPoint() );
    TeExportGBR(voron, "Vor.gbr");
}
```

This program creates a TePointSet from an existing TePolygonSet (read from a SHP file), and generates a Voronoi diagram with the TeVoronoi function. The result is exported to a file in the GEOBR data format. Note the use of iterators as interfaces to the algorithms.

4.3 Data Management

In the preceding examples, there is no abstract modelling of this data set, no control organisation is in place, and there are no attributes associated to the geometrical structures. If we want data management and to associate attributes to the geometrical structures, we need to introduce the concept of a geographical database (or Geodatabase for short). The Geodatabase class supports archival of both geometrical and descriptive parts of GIS data set. Additionally, it uses existing relational data base technological solutions (such as MySQL and ODBC) as basis for management of tables.

```c
#include <teapplication.h>
#include <tegeodatabase.h>
#include <telayer.h>
#include <tegeometry.h>
int main ()
{
    TeApplication app;
    TeGeoDataBase db;
    db.Open ("World");
    TePolygonSet ps;
    TeImport (ps, SHP, "BR.shp");
    TeTable t;
    db.ImportTable(t,"CA","Br.dbf");
    TeLayer br;
    db.NewFeature(br, "Br", ps);
    db.Associate (br, t, "IBGE_ID");
    app.Show ( br );
    app.Run();
}
```

The above program requires the instantiation of a GeoDatabase, which is responsible for data management and handling attribute information. In this program, a higher-level structure (a Layer consisting of Features) is created from lower-level structures (a PolygonSet and a Table), in four steps:

- a geometry is created from existing data;
- a table is created from an external source;
- a new layer is instantiated, from an existing geometry;
- the attributes and the geometry are associated, by means of one attribute which indicates a spatial index.
This procedure allows for the association of many attribute sets to the same geometry (and vice-versa).

These examples show that even the simplest GIS application needs some procedures for data management and abstract modelling. Otherwise, the library user is left with a substantial burden to construct higher-level structures. They also show the application of our design rationale in some simple, but significant examples.

5. Conclusion

This paper outlines the rationale for the initial version of TerraLib, an open source software library aimed at offering the GIScience community a basis for shared development. This proposal is based on more than 15 years experience in GIS software development by the groups of the of Brazil’s National Institute for Space Research (INPE) and the Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro. By making a version of the proposal available for public discussion, we hope to attract partners for long-term co-operative partnerships.
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